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It is shown that the rate of corrections to the hydrogen atom and harmonic oscillator due to
profound quantum-gravitational effect of space-time dimension running/reduction coincides well
with those obtained by means of the minimum-length deformed quantum mechanics. The rate of
corrections are pretty much the same within the accuracy by which we can judge the quantum-
gravitational corrections at all. Such a convergence of results makes the concept of space-time
dimension running more appreciable. As a remarkable distinction, the energy shift due to dimension
reduction has the opposite sign as compared with the correction obtained by means of the minimum-
length modified quantum mechanics. Thereby, the sign of total quantum-gravitational correction
remains obscure.
PACS numbers: 04.60.-m, 04.60.Bc, 03.65.-w, 31.30.-i
I. INTRODUCTION
Along the development of various scenarios for quan-
tum gravity (QG), the study of QG phenomenology be-
comes important. One of the first intensive streams for
such phenomenological study was triggered by treating
the general relativity as an effective field theory [1]. This
effective field theory approach, that is, to consider gen-
eral relativity as an effective low energy approximation
to some as yet unknown fundamental theory of quantum
gravity, offers a way to get round the familiar renormal-
ization difficulties of general relativity in the low energy
regime [1]. Using this approach one can make reliable
predictions about the radiative QG corrections to vari-
ous physical quantities in the low energy limit (E ≪ EP )
[1, 2].
Another inspiration for a systematic study of QG phe-
nomenology was the minimum-length modified quantum
mechanics [3] that stems from the generalized uncer-
tainty relations. Generalized uncertainty relations natu-
rally arise in string theory [4] as well as in some heuristic
QG considerations [5].
A new door for a versatile study of the QG phe-
nomenology is open by a profound QG effect of space-
time dimension running/reduction discovered recently in
two different approaches to quantum gravity [6]. In
this paper we study the QG corrections to the hydro-
gen atom and harmonic oscillator due to dimension run-
ning and compare the results with those obtained by
means of the minimum-length modified quantum me-
chanics. Throughout the paper we assume the system
of units c = 1. The paper is organized as follows. First,
in sections II and III we consider two distinct qualita-
tive approaches for estimating of QG energy shift to the
hydrogen atom that gives good understanding of the or-
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der of magnitude for this correction. Then, in section
IV we review the results obtained for hydrogen atom in
the framework of minimum-length modified quantumme-
chanics. In this approach different results were reported
for the hydrogen atom that reflects the technical difficulty
of using the KMM quantum mechanics [3] in practice. So
the further detailed elucidating study of these results is
in order. Next, in section V we provide a simple consid-
eration of the effect of QG dimension running/reduction
without resorting to any particular model of QG, but
rather on the basis of a finite space-time resolution that
is implied by all GQ scenarios. Throughout this consid-
eration a simple analytic expression of running dimension
emerges. Using this expression of running dimension we
estimate the corrections to the hydrogen atom and also
consider how the dimension running affects the relativis-
tic and QED radiative corrections. From the very out-
set let us notice that comparing all approaches consid-
ered throughout this paper, an unique result emerges for
the rate of QG energy shift to the hydrogen atom, but
the signs of corrections that come in the framework of
minimum-length modified quantum mechanics and due
to dimension running respectively, are opposite. Further,
in section VI we consider in a similar manner the correc-
tions to the harmonic oscillator due to minimum-length
modified quantum mechanics and the dimension running.
Then follows the concluding remarks.
II. SEMI-CLASSICAL TREATMENT
The hydrogen like atom has the well known non-
relativistic spectrum
En = −
ER
n2
, where ER =
Z 2e4m
2~2
,
with the orbital radii
an = n
2a , where a =
~
2
Zme2
.
2Throughout the paper we will tacitly assume that the
condition of non-relativistic motion of the electron e2Z ≪
n is satisfied. As is well known [7], we can successfully es-
timate the ground state parameters of the hydrogen atom
simply by using the position-momentum uncertainty re-
lation
δxδp ≥
~
2
.
Certainly, all that should be expected in the framework
of this semiclassical treatment is an order-of-magnitude
estimate.1 Namely, the minimum of hydrogen energy
E =
p2
2m
−
Ze2
r
, (1)
where on the grounds of uncertainty relation p is under-
stood as p = ~/r, occurs at r = a that results in the
ground state energy E = −ER. Following this line of
discussion let us see how the ground state parameters
will change for QG modified uncertainty relation [3]
δx ≥
~
2δp
+
(δxmin)
2
2~
δp ,
which results from the commutation relation
[xˆ, pˆ] = i~(1 + βpˆ2) , where δxmin = ~
√
β .
Solving for the momentum uncertainty in terms of the
distance uncertainty, the equation
δx =
~
2δp
+
(δxmin)
2
2~
δp ,
gives
δp = ~
δx−
√
(δx)2 − (δxmin)2
(δxmin)2
≈
~
2δx
+
~ (δxmin)
2
8 (δx)3
.
Now minimizing the hydrogen energy (1) with this ex-
pression of momentum, p = 2δp, where δx is replaced by
r, from dE/dr = 0 one finds
mZe2
r2
−
(
~
r
+
~ (δxmin)
2
4 r3
)(
~
r2
+
3~ (δxmin)
2
4 r4
)
= 0 .
To the lowest order in δxmin this equation reduces to
mZe2r3 − ~2r2 − ~2(δxmin)
2 = 0 .
The solution of this equation to the lowest order in δxmin
looks like
r =
~
2
mZe2
+
mZe2(δxmin)
2
~2
= a +
(δxmin)
2
a
,
1 Let us notice that by taking into account that the radial wave
function with the principal quantum number n has (n−1) nodes
and therefore the electron in this state can be considered as lo-
calized in the spatial region δx ∼ r/n, that is, p ∼ (~n)/r we
will get exact result for hydrogen spectrum [8].
that leads to the ground state energy
E = −ER
[
1−
1
2
(
δxmin
a
)2]
.
So from minimum-length modified quantum mechanics
we get δE ∼ ER (δxmin/a)
2
.
III. ONE MORE QUALITATIVE TREATMENT
Instructive example from QED. – In early days of
the systematic treatment of QED infinities, Welton gave
a simple qualitative description of the Lamb-Retherford
effect [9] by considering the interaction of electron with
the vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field
[10, 11]. Upon treating the electron classically and non-
relativistically, the equation governing the fluctuations of
the electron takes the form
m
d2(δr)
dt2
= eE , (2)
where E denotes the fluctuating electric field. In its vac-
uum state, the electromagnetic field is characterized by
the mean-square fluctuations attributed to the zero-point
oscillations, 〈
Eω
2
〉
4π
=
~ω
2
.
Under the influence of a given Fourier component of the
electric field E with the frequency ω, electron is subject
to the oscillations which have the amplitude
δrω = −
eEω
mω2
.
For the mean-square fluctuations one finds
〈
(δrω)
2
〉
=
e2〈E2ω〉/m
2ω4 and, respectively,
〈
(δr)2
〉
= 2
e2
m2
∫ 〈
E2ω
〉
ω4
d3k
(2π)3
=
2e2~
πm2
∫
dω
ω
, (3)
where we have summed over polarizations as well. To
give a concrete meaning to this formal expression, we
need to specify the integration limits for the frequency
integral (3). As the system under consideration has the
binding energy ∼ (Z2e4m)/~2, the natural lower limit on
the fluctuation frequencies is set up by this binding en-
ergy, because for lower frequencies the electron can not
be considered as a free and the equation (2) becomes in-
valid. On the other hand, as the electron can not be
probed beneath its Compton wavelength, there is a nat-
ural upper limit on the integration set by the electron
mass. Hence we get
〈
(δr)2
〉
≃
2e2~
πm2
m/~∫
(e4Z2m)/~3
dω
ω
=
2e2~
πm2
ln
~
2
e4Z2
.
3As the electron is forced to fluctuate around the equilib-
rium position, it sees the Coulomb potential to be some-
what smeared out. The second term of the Taylor ex-
pansion
V (r+ δr) = V (r) +∇V · δr+
1
2
∑
i, j
δriδrj
∂2V
∂ri∂rj
+ · · · ,
gives the zero average effect. Therefore, the first non-
trivial correction has the form
δV =
1
6
〈
(δr)2
〉
△
−e2Z
r
=
2πZe2
3
〈
(δr)2
〉
δ(r) .
The average effect of this smearing of the potential in a
given eigenstate of the atom will result in the energy shift
δEn =
∫
δV |ψn(r)|
2 d3r =
2πZe2
3
〈
(δr)2
〉
|ψn(0)|
2 .
The wave function at the origin |ψn(0)| vanishes for all
states with non-zero angular momentum. For l = 0, af-
ter inserting in this equation the values of
〈
(δr)2
〉
and
|ψn(0)|
2
= Z3m3e6/πn3~6 we get
δEn ≃
8mZ4e10
3πn3~5
ln
~
e2Z
.
This result accounts well for the experimental observa-
tions. In fact, for l 6= 0 states the experimentally mea-
sured energy shifts are not precisely zero, but they are
much smaller than the energy shift of the 2s1/2 level.
Applying QG setup. – In the case of QG treatment,
the situation is somewhat simplified as we know δr from
the very outset. Namely, in QG the position of electron
can not be specified better than δxmin, thus for position
fluctuation of the electron one simply finds δr = δxmin.
For l = 0, the QG induced energy shift takes the form
δEn ≃
2
3
Ze2(δxmin)
2
(
Zme2
n~2
)3
=
4
3
ER
n3
(
δxmin
a
)2
.
We see the correction is of the same order as that one
considered in previous section.
IV. MINIMUM-LENGTH MODIFIED QUANTUM
MECHANICAL TREATMENT
When the system has several degrees of freedom the
minimum-length modified commutation relation consid-
ered in section II generalizes to [3]
[xˆi, pˆj ] = i~
(
δij + βpˆ
2δij + β
′pˆipˆj
)
. (4)
The minimum length which follows from these commu-
tation relations is (for more details see [3, 12])
δxmin = ~
√
3β + β′ .
In a particular case β′ = 2β, i.e.,
[xˆi, pˆj ] = i~(δij + βpˆ
2δij + 2βpˆipˆj) , (5)
the realization of this algebra to the linear order in β can
be done in a simple way in terms of the standard position
and momentum operators
[
xˆ0i , pˆ
0
j
]
= i~δij [13]. Indeed,
defining
xˆi = xˆ
0
i , pˆi = pˆ
0
i
[
1 + β
(
pˆ
0
)2]
, (6)
one easily finds that to the linear order in β these op-
erators satisfy the algebra (5) [13]. Working to this ac-
curacy one gets the following universal QG correction to
the Hamiltonian [13]
Hˆ =
pˆ
2
2m
+ V (rˆ) =
(
pˆ
0
)2
2m
+ V (rˆ0) +
β
m
(
pˆ
0
)4
+O(β2) .
(7)
Written in this way, the only appeal to the dynamical sys-
tem under consideration is to supply us with the Hamil-
tonian Hˆ0. Denoting by ψ0n, E
0
n the eigenfunctions and
eigenvalues of the unperturbed operator Hˆ0
Hˆ0ψ0n ≡
[(
pˆ
0
)2
2m
+ V (rˆ0)
]
ψ0n = E
0
nψ
0
n , (8)
for the first order correction to the eigenvalue E0n one
finds [14]
δEn =
β
m
〈
ψ0n
∣∣ (pˆ0)4 ∣∣ψ0n〉 .
From now on we will work in the coordinate representa-
tion rˆ0 = r, pˆ0 = −i~∂r. Using the Eq.(8) and the fact
that pˆ0 is a Hermitian operator, one finds
β
m
〈
ψ0n
∣∣ (pˆ0)4 ∣∣ψ0n〉 = 2β 〈ψ0n∣∣ (pˆ0)2 [E0n − V (r)] ∣∣ψ0n〉
= 2β
〈(
pˆ
0
)2
ψ0n
∣∣∣ [E0n − V (r)] ∣∣ψ0n〉 = 4βm 〈ψ0n∣∣ [E0n − V (r)]2 ∣∣ψ0n〉 . (9)
4From Eq.(9), for the Hydrogen atom we get [13]
δEnℓ =
β
m
〈
ψ0nℓ
∣∣ (pˆ0)4 ∣∣ψ0nℓ〉
= 4βm
∞∫
0
dr r2R2nℓ
[
mZ2e4
2~2n2
−
Ze2
r
]2
, (10)
where ψ0nℓ = Rnℓ(r)Yℓm(ϑ, ϕ) are eigenfunctions for the
Coulomb problem [14].
Using the Bohr radius a = ~2/mZe2 as a length unit,
one can write the Eq.(10) in the form
δEnℓ = 4βm
(
mZ2e4
~2
)2 ∞∫
0
dξ ξ2R˜2nℓ
[
1
2n2
−
1
ξ
]2
,
(11)
where
ξ =
r
a
, R˜nℓ = a
3/2Rnℓ.
Now the integrand is written in dimensionless quantities
and R˜nℓ function has an explicit form [14]
R˜nℓ = −
2
n2
√
(n− ℓ− 1)!
[(n+ ℓ)!]
3 e
−ξ/n
(
2ξ
n
)ℓ
L2ℓ+1n+ℓ
(
2ξ
n
)
.
Using the normalization condition for R˜nℓ
∞∫
0
R˜2nℓ(ξ) ξ
2 dξ = 1,
and the well known mean values [14, 15]
ξ−1 =
1
n2
, ξ−2 =
1
n3
(
ℓ+ 12
) ,
where
ξk =
∞∫
0
R˜2nℓ(ξ) ξ
2+k dξ,
we reproduce the result of [13]:
Enℓ = −ER
[
1
n2
− 2
4n− 3(ℓ+ 1/2)
5(ℓ+ 1/2)
(
δxmin
an
)2]
.
(12)
Therefore the QG correction works with a positive sign.
The use of KMM quantum mechanics [3] that exactly
satisfies the modified commutation relations (4) is techni-
cally more complicated. Using KMM quantum mechan-
ics, the posterior study of the hydrogen atom led authors
of the paper [16] to the following result for ℓ = 0 energy
levels
En = −
ER
n2
[
1 + 2(β + β′)
m2Z 2e4
~2n2
]
, (13)
implying in the case β′ = 2β
δEn ≃ −
6
5
ER
(
δxmin
an
)2
.
Albeit the rate of the correction is about the same the
sign is opposite as compared with the Eq.(12). The sub-
sequent consideration of the hydrogen atom in the KMM
formalism [17], exhibits positive QG correction in agree-
ment with the Eq.(12) but unfortunately this paper could
neither account for the discrepancy nor reproduce the re-
sults of Eqs.(12, 13). Further study for a final clarifica-
tion of the sign of QG correction in the KMM approach
is desired.
It is noteworthy that in the KMM construction the in-
verse distance operator rˆ−1 is non-local [3] and, therefore,
in this approach the Coulomb potential smearing consid-
ered in section III is automatically taken into account.
While the above described scheme for an approximate re-
alization of the minimum-length modified commutation
relations, Eq.(6), misses this effect.
V. HYDROGEN ATOM IN VIEW OF THE QG
RUNNING/REDUCTION OF SPACE-TIME DIMENSION
QG running/reduction of space-time dimension
Because of quantum gravity the dimension of space -
time appears to depend on the size of region, it is some-
what smaller than four at small scales and monotonically
increases with increasing the size of the region [6]. We
can account for this effect in a simple and physically clear
way that allows us to write simple analytic expression for
space - time dimension running. Let us consider a sub-
set F of four dimensional Euclidean space R4, and let
l4 be a smallest box containing this set, F ⊆ l4. For
estimating the dimension of F we have to cover it by
ǫ4 cells and counting the minimal number of such cells,
N(ǫ), we determine the dimension, d ≡ dim(F) as a limit
d = d(ǫ → 0), where nd(ǫ) = N and n = l/ǫ. For more
details see [18]. This definition is referred to as a box-
counting dimension and can be written in a more familiar
form as
d = lim
ǫ→0
lnN(ǫ)
ln lǫ
.
Certainly, in the case when F = l4, by taking the limit
d(ǫ→ 0) we get the dimension to be 4. From the fact that
we are talking about the dimension of a set embedded
into the four dimensional space, F ⊂ R4, it automatically
follows that its dimension can not be greater than 4, d ≤
4. We see that the volume of a fractal F uniformly filling
the box l4 is reduced
V (F) = lim
ǫ→0
N(ǫ)ǫ4 = lim
ǫ→0
n(ǫ)d(ǫ)ǫ4 ,
in comparison with the four dimensional value l4. Intro-
ducing δN = n(ǫ)4 − N(ǫ), the reduction of dimension
5ε = 4− d can be written as
ε(ǫ) = −
ln
(
1− δN(ǫ)n(ǫ)4
)
lnn(ǫ)
≈
1
lnn(ǫ)
δN(ǫ)
n(ǫ)4
. (14)
In quantum gravity the space - time resolution is set by
the minimum length ǫ = δxmin. The local fluctuations ∼
δxmin add up over the length scale l to δl = (δxminl)
1/2
[19]. Respectively, for the region l4 we have the deviation
(fluctuation) of volume of the order δV = δl4, where δl
depends on the scale l as indicated above. Thus in quan-
tum gravity we expect the Poison fluctuation of volume l4
of the order δV = (l2/δx2min) δx
4
min [20]. One naturally
finds that this fluctuation of volume has to account for
the reduction of dimension.2 Respectively, n = l/δxmin,
δN = l2/δx2min, and from Eq.(14) one gets,
ε =
1
ln lδxmin
(
δxmin
l
)2
.
This equation gives the running of dimension with re-
spect to the size of region l.
Hydrogen atom in light of the QG reduction of dimension
One can analytically solve the Schro¨dinger equation
for Coulomb potential in arbitrary D spatial dimensions,
that gives [24, 25]
E˜n = −
ER(
n+ D−32
)2 ,
and the orbital radii take the form
a˜n =
(
n+
D − 3
2
)2
a .
For D = 3− ε, where ε≪ 1 one finds
E˜n = −ER
(
1
n2
+
ε
n3
)
, a˜n = n
2a− εna .
Inserting the above found expression for QG dimension
running/reduction
ε =
1
ln anδxmin
(
δxmin
an
)2
,
we find
δEn ≃ −
ER
n3 ln anδxmin
(
δxmin
an
)2
.
2 This suggestion has been made in [19], though the rate of vol-
ume fluctuation was overestimated in this paper, see [21]. Let
us also notice that the necessity of operational definition of di-
mension because of quantum mechanical uncertainties (not quan-
tum - gravitational !) was first stressed in [22].
Apart from the less important numerical (logarithmic)
factors, the rate of correction ∼ ER(δxmin/a)
2 is in per-
fect agreement with the results of previous sections. In-
deed, the factor ln(l/δxmin) is of less significance as for
the length scale l at which the QG corrections become
important the ratio l/δxmin is not very large. So, in
view of the precision we can pretend to in study of the
QG corrections this factor is really less important. We
see that the correction due to QG dimension reduction
works with a negative sign, that is, it increases the bind-
ing energy.
The angular momentum eigenvalues also change be-
cause of dimension reduction [25]
L =
√
ℓ(ℓ+D − 2) ~ ≈
√
ℓ(ℓ+ 1) ~−
ε~ ℓ
2
√
ℓ(ℓ+ 1)
.
It should be noticed that in this discussion we have not
taken into account the modification of Coulomb potential
∼ 1/r due to dimension reduction ∼ 1/rD−2.
Shift of radiative and relativistic corrections due to
dimension reduction
The dimensional regularization approach allows one
to simply estimate how the dimension reduction affects
the well known QED radiative corrections [22, 23, 26].
Namely, in calculating QED radiative corrections to the
photon propagator or to the photon-electron vertex, we
have due to integration in momentum space the well
known Γ(ε/2) factor (see, for example [27]). Now, keep-
ing simply the terms linear in ε in the radiative correc-
tions, that come from the decomposition of the Γ(ε/2)
function alluded to above,
Γ
(ε
2
)
=
2
ε
− γ +
ε
4
(
π2
6
+ γ2
)
+O(ε2) , γ ≈ 0.5772,
one easily infers that due to dimension reduction we will
have the shift of the standard QED radiative corrections
which are of the order
∼ ε×QED radiative corrections .
In this way one finds that the corrections due to QG di-
mension reduction to the electron anomalous magnetic
moment and the Lamb shift are of the order of ∼ εe3/m
and ∼ εZ 2e6ER/~
3n3 respectively, see [26]. For this en-
ergy shift we see that because of factor e6/~3 ≃ (1/137)3
it is by about six orders of magnitude smaller than the
leading QG correction ∼ εER/n
3 found above.
To see how the dimension reduction affects the rela-
tivistic corrections to the hydrogen energy levels, one can
use formally the solution of the Dirac equation in D + 1
space-time dimensions for the Coulomb potential [28]
E˜n = m
1 + (Ze2/~)2(√
K2 − (Ze2/~)2 + n− ℓ− 1
)2

−1/2
,
(15)
6where K = (2ℓ +D − 1)/2 and assume D = 3 − ε. Ex-
panding Eq.(15) in powers of (Ze2/~)2, one finds
E˜n = m −
m(Ze2/~)2
2
(
n+ D−32
)2
−
m(Ze2/~)4
2
(
n+ D−32
)4 (2n+D − 32ℓ+D − 1 − 34
)
,
where the first term on the right-hand side represents
the rest energy m, the second term, which was discussed
above, comes from the Schro¨dinger equation, and the
third one describes relativistic corrections. Substituting
D = 3−ε, where ε is estimated at the atomic scale l = an,
one easily finds the shift of relativistic corrections due to
dimension reduction. This shift of relativistic correction
due to dimension reduction is suppressed in comparison
with the leading QG correction ∼ εER/n
3 by the factor
(Ze2/~)2, that is by about four orders of magnitude for
hydrogen atom.
Again, the modification of the Coulomb potential be-
cause of dimension reduction 1/r → 1/rD−2 is ignored
throughout this discussion.
VI. HARMONIC OSCILLATOR
Assuming the modified commutation relations (4), for
D-dimensional harmonic oscillator
Hˆ =
pˆ
2
2m
+
mω2rˆ2
2
,
one finds [29]
Enℓ = ~ω
[(
n+
D
2
)√
1 +
{
β2L2
~2
+
(Dβ + β′)2
4
}
m2~2ω2
+
{
(β + β′)
(
n+
D
2
)2
+ (β − β′)
(
L2
~2
+
D2
4
)
+ β′
D
2
}
m~ω
2
]
,
where L2 = ℓ(ℓ + D − 2)~2. With this expression one
easily considers the minimum-length modified quantum
mechanical correction to the harmonic oscillator against
the correction coming from QG reduction of dimension.
For D = 3, the energy spectrum to the lowest order in
β, β′ takes the form
Enℓ ≈ ~ω
[(
n+
3
2
)
+
1
2
{
(k2 + k′
2
)
(
n+
3
2
)2
+(k2 − k′
2
)
(
ℓ(ℓ+ 1) +
9
4
)
+ k′
2 3
2
}]
, (16)
where
k2 = β~mω , k′
2
= β′~mω .
To estimate the QG corrections due to dimension run-
ning/reduction
En = ~ω
(
n+
D
2
)
= ~ω
(
n+
3
2
)
− ~ω
ε
2
,
first we have to evaluate the size of a localization region
for the system. One can do this in a simple semiclassical
way by equating
mω2r2
2
= ~ω
(
n+
3
2
)
⇒ rn =
[
2~
mω
(
n+
3
2
)]1/2
,
For ε one finds
ε =
1
ln rnδxmin
(
δxmin
rn
)2
,
where (
δxmin
rn
)2
=
~mω(3β + β′)
2
(
n+ 32
) .
We see that as in the case of hydrogen atom, the QG cor-
rections to the harmonic oscillator due to dimension re-
duction and minimum-length modified quantum mechan-
ics have the same rate up to less important logarithmic
factors but work with opposite signs. QG correction to
the harmonic oscillator due to dimension reduction works
with negative sign as in the case of hydrogen atom.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The qualitative treatments considered in sections II
and III give us a reliable idea about the rate of QG cor-
rection to the energy spectrum of the hydrogen atom but
probably tell little about the proper sign of the correc-
tion. From the physical point of view, one can identify
three distinct sources of the QG corrections to the hy-
drogen atom. The first one is related to the modification
of electron dynamics due to existence of the minimum
7length. Corresponding correction can be estimated qual-
itatively with the use of modified uncertainty relations,
(Section II). The second type of QG correction results
from the smearing of Coulomb potential at the electron
radius because the minimum length effectively implies a
non-zero size for the electron. This correction also can
simply be estimated qualitatively along the Welton’s dis-
cussion of Lamb shift, (Section III). Both corrections are
of the same order of magnitude.
The third correction is related to the quantum gravity
running/reduction of space-time dimension. The same
minimum length gives a clear physical understanding
of space-time dimension reduction. Physically the ex-
istence of minimum length implies the presence of un-
controllable fluctuations of the background metric as the
point in space-time can not be determined to a better
accuracy than δxmin. Because of this fluctuations four
volume also undergoes fluctuation that under assump-
tion of the four-dimensionality of the background space-
time immediately indicates an effective reduction of di-
mension, (Section V). Presently the concept of QG run-
ning/reduction of space-time dimension is no longer the
subject of intuition, it is well established in two different
approaches to QG [6]. Nevertheless, the present physical
discussion allows us to get a simple analytic expression
of space-time dimension running [19, 21]. Corresponding
QG correction to the hydrogen atom can be estimated
by using D-dimensional Schro¨dinger (or Dirac) equation
for the Coulomb potential. This type of correction is
pretty much of the same order as the previous ones. For
more definiteness we notice that it is deceptive to count
on the suppression of QG correction due to logarithmic
term that appears in the dimension reduction approach,
1/ ln(l/δxmin), because when the QG corrections become
important, that is, when the ratio l/δxmin is not ex-
tremely large, this term is within the precision which we
can require for QG corrections no matter what the partic-
ular approach is. Let us notice once more that through-
out this paper we neglected the modification of Coulomb
potential ∼ 1/r due to dimension reduction ∼ 1/rD−2.
After determining that the rate of QG corrections due
to dimension reduction are pretty much of the same or-
der as those coming from the minimum-length modified
quantum mechanics, there remains a subtle question of
their signs. The considerations based on the minimum-
length modified quantum mechanical approach including
the qualitative discussions of sections II and III exhibit
the energy shifts with a positive sign. While, we see that
for hydrogen atom as well as harmonic oscillator energy
spectrum the QG correction due to dimension reduction
works with a negative sign. Therefore the sign of total
QG contribution remains obscure.
In a recent paper [30] the QG correction to the Lamb
shift due to modified commutation relations was esti-
mated as
δE ∼ ER
(
δxmin
a
)2
ERe
2
m~
.
It agrees well with the above-found correction of Lamb
shift due to dimension reduction in QED radiative cor-
rections. We recall that it is by about six orders of
magnitude smaller than the leading QG correction ∼
ER(δxmin/a)
2. Let us note that the correction to the
hydrogen energy spectrum due to dimension reduction
(taking account of the replacement 1/r → 1/rD−2 as
well) was estimated long ago in [31] as δE ∼ −εER/6,
which perfectly agrees with our estimate.
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